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Value Education Interactive Session

Being Polite and Bring lifestyle changes

Ms. Youthika

R.D.P.S

G.L,H

2L.O7 .2017 (40 minutes)

rr (A-E)

Students' Workshop File

OBJECTIVES:

o To make the students able to understand the meaning of politeness.

. To make them aware about the importance of being polite.

* To make the students aware about the habits that make them polite,

o To make the students realise the importance of personal hygiene.

. To enable them to understand the ways in which it can be maintained.

DESCRIPTION:

"Politeness is a sign of Dignity and not subservience"

. Worcis are hot only said tc express the thoughts but the way they are said also creates a definite impact

on the listener. How politely a person speaks oi asks for something makes things smooth. 'Politeness

costs little but yields much' was explained to students in class. To inbuilt an understanding among the

students about politeness, a value education session on "Being Polite" was organized for the students of

-" elass II in GLH. Through this, students were provide with a different prospective to deal with any difficultr}
iuation. They were asked to speak the three polite words that are considered to be magical. They

understood that these words cast a spell on listener, further bounding them to respond in a polite and

positive manner. It was clear to them that the usage of these polite words also enhances thir personality.

Thus help them to be a good human being. Along with this, the session also focused on making stuclents

realize the importance of personal hygiene. Different ways of doing the same were also discussed with

them all. Few students were also called upon stage to share their healthy habits. They were made aware

of the slogan "Cleanliness is next to Godliness'. Overall, the session was very fruitful as it helped in

enriching the knowledge of students.
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